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Abstract. Recent studies suggest carbon-containing
moleGuIes as the best candidates for carriers of the
unidentified diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs),  con-
sidering their abundance and ability to form stable
bonds in interstellar space. We have searched for new
DIBs in the near-IR and have detected two new dilfuse
bands that are consistent with laboratory measure-
ments of C& in a neon matrix. Criteria for this possible
identification are discussed. From these observations
and the DIB measured absorption, we estimate that up
to 0.9% of interstehe  carbon could be in the form of
C&,  We also searched  for polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbon (PAH) cations and have derived corresponding
limits for the presence of the coronene Cz4Hkz  and ova-
lene C&I& cations in space. We have studied the ion-
ization properties of these PAH cations, which could
explain their selective destruction. From these results
we discuss the role of fuller-en&  and PAHs as possible
DIB carriers.

Diffuse interstellar bands, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and fullerenes

Astronomical observations to date have revealed 150
diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs)  at wavelengths ranging
from the blue part of the visible spectrum to the near-IR
(Herbig,  1975; Herbig and Leka, 1991; Jenniskens and
Desert, 1994).

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),  fullerenes
and their ions were suggested to be interesting carrier
molecules for the DIBs (Leger and d’Hendecourt,  1985 ;
van der Zwet and Allamandola, 1985 ; Kroto, 1987 ; Leger
et  aZ.2  1988; Kroto and Jura,  1992). The fullerene Cc0
has subsequently attracted much attention since it was
synthesized by vaporizing graphite in a helium atmo-
sphere (Kraetschmer et al,  1990). C6,, is expected to be
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the most stable and dominant fullerene during carbon
clustering. The ability of hydrogen to inhibit the fullerene
growth mechanism will limit the formation of ChO  to very
specific hydrogen-depleted environments in space, but
once formed, Cc0 may be stable and survive long enough
to be cycled into the diffuse medium. The low ionization
potential of C&,  (7.61 eV) will also favour its ionization in
the diffuse medium outside of dark clouds.

PAHs, present as a mixture of neutral and ionized spec-
ies, are likely responsible for the set of IR emission bands
in the 2-l 5 pm range, which are observed in many different
objects such as reflection and planetary nebulae, H II
regions and even external galaxies (Leger and Puget,
1984). PAHs are suggested to be the most abundant free
organic molecules, ubiquitous in space and remarkably
stable (Puget and Lkger, 1989). The suggestion that a
mixture of different PAHs and fullerene compounds could
explain some of the DIBs therefore seems plausible.
Observations of DIBs in dense environments also indicate
an influence of photoionizing conditions (Jenmskens  et
al., 1994; Ehrenfreund and Jenniskens, 1995).

Laboratory measurements, using rare gas matrix iso-
lation techniques and UV photolysis,  have recently pro-
vided a set of spectra of PAHs, PAH ions and fullerenes.
These data allow a good comparison with interstellar data
or even a search for specific carrier molecules in the inter-
stellar medium. Spectra of the naphthalene and pyrene
cations in a solid neon matrix were reported recently,
indicating a link between these small PAH ions and the
diffuse bands (Salama and Allamandola, 199 1, 1992a, b).
The spectra of the coronene and ovalene cations have
been measured in solid neon (Ehrenfreund et al,  1992,
1994) and recently the spectrum of C& has been measured
in both argon and neon matrices (Kate  et  al., 1991;
Gasyna et al., 1992 ; d’Hendecourt et al,, 1992 ; Fulara et
al., 1993).

C&, and the coronene and ovalene cations all show
strong transitions in the near-IR. Whereas diffuse inter-
stellar features have been extensively studied between 4400
and 8600 A, astronomical measurements below 4400 A
and in the near-IR are scarce, and only a few diffuse bands
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have been detected in those ranges (Hibbins el ~i., 1994;
Jobhn et aZ., 1990; Foing and Ehrenfreund, 1994, 1995).

We have searched for new DIBs  in the near-IR,  specifi-
cally to identify C& and the coronene and ovalene cations
in the diffuse medium. Due to their pericondensed struc-
ture, coronene and ovalene are believed to be among the
most stable PAHs in the interstellar medium.

Observations were performed with the 1.52 m Coude
telescope/spectrograph Aurelie at Observatoire de Haute
Provence  (OHP), France with a spectral resolving power
A = 36.000 or AL = 0.27 A. The spectral domain at 9500
A is significantly absorbed by the Earth’s atmospheric
water and requires a detailed telluric correction.

C& in the diffuse interstelIar  medium

The spectrum of C& in rare gas matrices shows two domi-
nant peaks at 9663 k 9 and 9724 &4 A in argon and at
958Ok4 and 9642k 3 A in neon (Gasyna et al., 1992;
d’Hendecourt et al., 1992 ; Fulara et al., 1993). These
bands are five times stronger than any other features in
the 5000-10,000  A range.

We found two diffuse bands satisfying the classical cri-
teria for DIBs  in the near-IR at 9577 and 9632 A that are
coincident (within 0.1%) with laboratory measurements
of C& in a neon matrix. Figure 1 shows a sequence of
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Fig.  1.  Sequence of reduced spectra (normalized to unity) of
program stars with increasing reddening EcB.v,  centred at 9650
A.  Each observed stellar spectrum has been divided after instru-
mental corrections by a spectrum of a reference star of similar
spectral type. The top trace is a reference spectrum of q Ursae
Majoris showing the strength of the telluric bands. Slight
residuals from telluric corrections are indicated (T). Two new
DIBs  are detected at 9.517 and 9632 A,  increasing with EcB+
The slight wavelength shifts up to 1.3 A and different line profiles
are partly associated with the velocity distribution of interstellar
clouds along the line of sight and possibly reflect intrinsic chan-
ges in the line broadening. An average composite spectrum cor-
responding to EcB.rq  = 2 is shown at the bottom. We also give
the position of the two C& main bands measured in a neon
matrix by Fulara et a!. (1993) and d’Hendecourt  et al. (1992)

reduced spectra (normalized to unity) of program stars
with increasing reddening &.k3  (Foing and Ehrenfreund,
1994, 1995).

Criteria for the spectroscopic identification  of Czo

Several criteria were addressed to ensure a consistent
identification of a DIB carrier with the specific candidate
CZo (Foing and Ehrenfreund, 1994?  1995). An important
parameter to know is the shift in position of the absorption
peak due to the neon or argon matrices, compared to the
gas phase. From a comparison of gas phase and neon
matrix spectra, a shift of 50 cm-’  has been reported at
6300 A for the lowest electronic transitions of neutral CeO
(Haufler et al., 1991 ; Ivlaier, 1994). In fact, from the
same measurements we derive that the shift decreases
systematically when going to the red. Is  the shift com-
parable or larger/smaller for Cgo transitions around 9600
A?

According to Bondybey and Miller (1983),  smaller
shifts between gas phase and neon matrix data are
expected for IR transitions involving deeper states,
whereas excited states are more strongly affected and lead
to larger shifts. Therefore, a shift of only 10 cm-’  for the
IR transition of Cl0 remains plausible.

It has been argued that the two bands appearing in the
neon matrix might be due to a matrix splitting effect.
Because the two cation bands appear in argon and neon
matrices with the same average separation (61* lo,62 2 6
A), they are probably intrinsic to two major ground state
geometries favoured by Jahn-Teller types of distortion
and not a matrix splitting effect due to different kinds of
sites.

According to Bendale et al. (1992),  the ground state of
Czo  departs from the I* optimized symmetry of neutral
CGo  (two transitions Hg  -+  HU and Gg + Hu, well separated
by 300 cm-‘)  towards the Dsd  geometry (five degenerate
transitions .!Zlg  + AIU),  which is the preferred static eclui-
librium structure with a Jahn-Teller distortion sta-
bilization energy of 8.1 kcal mol-‘. These theoretical cal-
culations are still consistent with the two measured
transitions, separated by only 56 cm-‘.

According to Maier (1994),  the two corresponding
peaks in the neon matrix spectrum vary in ratio from
1 : 1.5 to 1 : 2, depending on the production conditions,
and are attributed to the two distorted forms of Czo  (Ful-
ara et QZ.,  1993). The spectrum of C& in a neon matrix
measured by d’Hendecourt  et al.  (1992) also shows an
intensity ratio of 1 : 1.5 for the two dominant bands, as
does the published spectrum of Czo  measured by Fulara
et al. (1993).

The observed relative strength of the two new DIBs
is 1 : 1.6, with an error of 30% due to residual telluric
contaminations in observed spectra. This consistency is
another piece of evidence for our identification of these
bands.

The results presented show strong evidence for the exis-
tence of the Ceo cation as the largest molecule ever detected
in space, and likely provide the first direct identification of
diffuse interstellar bands (Foing and Ehrenfreund, 1994).
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C& abundance

Assuming an oscillator strength for C& of 0.1 according
to theoretical estimates (Bendale et  al., 1992), we calculate
[after Spitter (1978)]  from A Wj.  = L2Nf 7ce2/nzcz>  assuming
a ratio C/H = 3.7 x lop4 and hydrogen column density
per unit interstellar absorption NH/A0 = 2 x lo*’  cm-‘,
with AV = 3 EcB.v,  that 0.035Oh of the cosmic carbon could
be in the form of C& Taking the lower oscillator strength
limit of 0.004-0.012 derived from the experiments of Kato
et al. (1991),  which is probably the more accurate esti-
mate, this becomes a maximum of 0.3-0.9Oh  of the cosmic
carbon in C&. This indicates that C& may play an impor-
tant role in interstellar chemistry.

At least two more bands due to the vibrational exci-
tation in the upper electronic state should be apparent
with 15Oh of the strength of the 957719632 A bands in the
near-IR around 9421 and 9366 A. It will be difficult to
observe these weak bands due to strong telluric and stellar
contaminations in this wavelength range. However, these
lines should be searched for in interstellar space from very
dry observing sites to confirm our results.

Future work should also include the gas phase spectrum
(3 Go, more astronomical observations to study C& in
different environments, the search for neutral Cc0 and the
study of other fullerene compounds-exohedral and
endohedral metallo-complexes and fulleranes. A search
for other fullerene compounds is already underway.

Coronene cation abundance in tbe diffuse medium

The electronic absorption spectrum of the coronene cation
obtained in a neon matrix shows two strong absorption
bands at 4592 A (f= 1.2 x lo-’  and FWHM = 28 A) and
9465 A (f = 1.8 x 10e3 and FWHM = 16 A) (Ehren-
freund et al., 1992).

The band at 9465 A corresponds to the first ionic tran-
sition of coronene, from orbital Ezu  to E,g,  is symmetry-
allowed and shows a strong vibronic progression towards
shorter wavelengths. The wavelength region around 9465
A is very difficult to observe due to strong telluric absorp-
tion. In telluric-corrected spectra, a band at 9466 A is
found, located at the exact wavelength of the laboratory
transition (Ehrenfreund et aZ., 1995). However, the band
is weak and narrow (FWHM = 2 A) and could be partly
masked by a stellar transition such as Na I (9465.9 A).

Coronene has an additional strong, well-defined tran-
sition at 4592 A (measured in a neon matrix), which can be
used for identification. Figure 2 shows a series of spectra of
stars in this range divided by standards of the same or
very similar spectral type. A narrow feature at 4583 A is
observed in two obscured stars but coincides with a num-
ber of stellar lines (4582.98 A for Ne I, 4583.44 A for Ti
II, 4583.84 A for Fe II). The feature may thus be a remnant
of imperfect stellar line subtraction rather than a DIB.
Note that near 4550 A a similar feature is found, as are a
number of stellar lines that normally obliterate weak DIBs
(4549.19 and 4549.47 A for Fe II, 4549.62 A for Ti II,
4550.64 A for Ne I). However, the absence of both bands
in HD 217086 suggests that these are stellar lines (most
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Fig. 2. Sequence of reduced spectra of program stars (normalized
to unity and offset) with increasing reddening ECB.r+  centred  at
4580 ,&.  Each observed stellar spectrum has been divided after
instrumental corrections by a spectrum of a reference star of
similar  spectrai  type and the difference of reddening AECB.V  i s
also indicated. The known DIB at 4501.8 i%  can be seen in all
spectra. Narrow features ascribed to residuals of stellar line
corrections were found at 4550 and 4583 A in the obscured
stars HD15497 and HDl83143.  A shallow feature at 4600 .&
(FWHM = 40 A and optical  depth of 0.04) appears in the most
reddened stars ,  but  with a varying shape,  posi t ion and strength,
which is not consistent with a classical DIB

probably Fe II). Therefore, no new narrow DIBs  above
70 m&EcB-v are found in this wavelength range.

A broad band at 4600 A (FWHM = 30 A), observed
in several stars, is listed in Jenniskens and Desert (1994)
as a doubtful DIB with an average equivalent width of
450 mA normalized to EcB.v  = 1. This shallow feature
also appears in our spectra and seems real, but is difficult
to associate with a unique classical interstellar DIB,
because its position and shape vary in the three more
reddened stars and its strength does not increase with
reddening.

Based on the observational limits and the known oscil-
lator strength for the coronene cation bands (Ehrenfreund
et al., 1992), we estimate an upper limit for the abundance.
Using the total equivalent width of 70 mA (4592 A band)
per unit reddening EcBev  and 75 mA (9466 A band) derived
from our observations, we calculate that less than 0.05%
of the cosmic carbon could be in the form of the coronene
cation.

Upper limit on the ovalene cation abundance

The second transition of the ovalene ion from orbital
B2g  to & has recently been measured by d’Hendecourt
(Ehrenfreund et al., 1995) in a neon matrix. This band
appears at 9780 A and is symmetry allowed.

Figure 3 shows a series of the telluric-corrected spectra
centred  at 9780 A in order to identify this transition of
the ovalene cation. A composite spectrum combining the
four reddened stars between 0.54 and 1.28 and scaled to
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Kg.  3. Sequence of reduced spectra (normalized to unity) of
program stars with increasing reddening ,!&,+ centred  at  9750
A. Each observed stellar spectrum has been divided after instru-
mental corrections by a spectrum of a reference star of similar
spectral type. No DIBs  stronger than 30 rnA  per unit reddening
were observed in this range. An average composite spectrum
corresponding to EcB.o  = 4 is  shown at  the bot tom, which dis-
plays small features at 9672,9783 and 9798 A (Foing and Ehren-
freund;  1995)

EcB.q  = 4 is also shown in Fig. 3. This region is relatively
free from telluric  remnants, which appear as isolated
spikes in the spectra, and surprisingly displays no strong
DIBs. We find a possible, though weak, counterpart in
the astronomical spectrum at 9783 A  with a measured
equivalent width of 30 mA  per unit reddening. There are
no further bands stronger than 30 mA/EcB.u  observed
within &-  100 A.

The second transition of the ovalene cation appears
very strong in a neon matrix, and therefore a high oscil-
lator strength (f) is possible up to 0.01, in analogy with
the second transition of the coronene ion at 4592 A
(f= 1.2 x lo-‘). If the band at 9783 A  is attributed to the
ovalene cation, the abundance of ovalene is very low (as
has been observed for the coronene cation).

Assuming 0.001 <,f< 0.01 and a DIB with 30 mA/
EcB.,+  the amount of cosmic carbon locked up in the
ovalene ion would range from 0.05 to 0.005%. The
oscillator strength of this transition is currently being
determined in the laboratory.

hotoionization of PAH and fullereue cations

Qn the basis of laboratory measurements of the coronene
and ovalene cations, and by comparison with astro-
nomical spectra at 4590 A  and in the near-IR (at 9465 and
9780 A) in different environments, weak features could be
detected above the noise level, leading to an abundance
limit determination for these molecules, We calculate from
our results that coronene and ovalene cations, if present,
could account for as much as 0.05% of the cosmic carbon.
These abundances are typically smaller than those of
naphthalene and pyrene (or their substituted homo-
logues),  reported to account for 0.2X).3%  of the cosmic

carbon by Salama  and Allamandola (1993). On the other
hand, C& could represent up to 0.9% of the cosmic
carbon. How can the different abundances be explained?

Considering PAH ions as possible DIB  carriers, we
should compare how their ionization properties and
destruction pathways relate to current observations.
Destruction of PAHs  probably involves doubly!  charged
PAHs  (Leach, 1987). Jochims et  al. (1994) argue that
nascent PAHs  ions of any size formed by photoionization
in HI regions will preferentially relax by IR  emission.
Those  tha t  have  NC  < 3040 will tend to relax by
photofragmentation when doubly ionized, rather than by
IR  relaxation.

The double ionization potential of 28 PAHs  of different
size and structures have recently been measured by Tobita
et al. (1994). These data show that small PAHs  (up to 14
carbon atoms) have, in general, an ionization potential
from cation to dication  (AI) above 12 eV and the majority
above 13 eV. Small molecules like naphthalene therefore
require higher energy photons to be doubly ionized.

Generally, a AI smaller than 12 eV is seen for molecules
containing more than 18-20 carbon atoms. Certainly, the
molecular structure also plays a role (Ehrenfreund et  al.,
1995). Up to now, a limited set of astronomical obser-
vations shows that small molecules with a somewhat
higher ionization energy from FAH+  to PAH2’  (AI), like
naphthalene (AI = 13,35 eV)  and pyrene (AI = 12.35 eV),
show coincidences in band positions with observed fea-
tures in the interstellar medium. Molecules of intermediate
size like coronene (with lower A1  = 11.5 eV)  and ovalene
(AI = 11~3 eV)  do not have obvious counterparts in astro-
nomical spectra.

Looking at the interstellar radiation field, we know that
near the ionization potential of hydrogen at 13.6 eV, very
few photons are available due to the efficient absorption
by the H Lyman continuum above 13.6 eV, by molecules
like CO and HZ just below, and increased dust extinction
at shorter wavelengths.

The ionization rate Y/ = JA1cr,,q,,  dE,  where cr”  is the
cross-section and qv  is the UV field, varies drastically with
the ionization potential AI. Taking a Draine (1978) fieId
For  9”  = 1.658 x 106 E-2.152x 10’  E’+6.919 x 103 E3 in
units of photon cm-’ se’ sr-’  eV’ with E in eV and
taking a cross-section c”  = g0  = lo-l6  cm’ (Leach, 1987),
we find a photoionization rate of 1.7 x lop9 ss’ for the
coronene ion (A1 = 11.5 eV), six times faster than the

1 x 10-l’  SK’  found for the naphthalene ion (AI=  13.35
eV). The corresponding rates can be compared for PAHs
with different second ionization energies (Fig. 4), given
the UV field (Draine, 1978) and the integrated UV field
between the ionization energy and the 13.6 eV Lyman cut-off.

Due to the strong gradient in the short wavelength
dust extinction, the UV field slope will be dramatically
modified in obscured regions. This will shield small mol-
ecules like naphthalene and pyrene cations with a AI near
13 eV from being doubly ionized.

It has to be stated that PAH cations which are possible
DIB  carriers are just a part of the interstellar medium
inventory of molecules. PAHs  responsibie  for the XR emis-
sion may be of much larger size and may not be readily
destroyed by such a double ionization process.

However, for the diffuse medium with normal UV con-
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Fig .  4. Dependence on ionization rates of various PAHs  accord-
ing to the UV interstellar field. The UV field (Draine, 1978) q”
in units of photon cmm2 s-’ sr-’ eV’ and the integrated UV
field Zuv  beyond the cat ion ionizat ion potent ia l  IP ( in  photons
cm-* sr-‘) are given. The ionization potentials (IP) of some
typical PAH cations are indicated.  The ionization rates can be
estimated by multiplying Zuv  by 47ccr,  where 0 is the PAH ion-
ization cross-section

ditions, our results imply that the survival of PAHs (of
up to 40 carbon atoms) may be determined by the photo-
ionization of the cation near the 13.6 eV cut-off, leading to
dications  that would subsequently be fragmented. Similar
UV conditions will ionize both C& (second ionization
potential 11.3 eV) and PAHs, but the corresponding CeO
dication  is very stable against fragmentation (thanks to
the high dissociation barrier of the fullerene cage struc-
ture) and can revert to the monocation through electronic
recombination. This would explain the significant equi-
librium abundance of C&, observed in the diffuse inter-
stellar medium.
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